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Open The Eyes Of Your Heart
- Exploring the Kingdom ‘Since, then, you have been raised with Christ , set your heart on things above, where Christ is, seated
at the right hand of God.’ (Col. 3:1)
Years ago, in the first week of my study Theology, I met a guy whose relationship with God inspired me
greatly. This guy would have dreams about people before he even met them. He saw angels and
without having foreknowledge he knew specific things about people. He lived as if the book of Acts
was meant for everyday life. After getting to know him a little better, I was amazed to find out he
usually prayed for about five hours a day or longer. My times of prayer usually wouldn’t go over fifteen
minutes, so this was a stretch for me. Once he invited me over to his house to pray with him. He put on
some music, laid himself down on the floor and after about an hour he said, ‘Did you also see those
angels? There was also a fiery presence of God, did you feel that?’
Jesus was aware of what was happening in heaven while being on earth. He saw what the Father
was doing. He saw it when angels where descending and ascending. He could recognize when the
kingdom of God would come over people. Jesus was living in two dimensions at the same time and
was aware of them. This made his ministry powerful. He was aware of the way heaven was
operating and moved in unison with it. Likewise, we were not meant to solely live in one dimension,
but in two at the same time. The dimension of earth and of heaven. We have been invited to a
continuous awareness of what is happening in heaven, where Christ is seated at the right hand of
God. That is why we need eyes to see and ears to hear. Otherwise it is impossible to live in the same
way Jesus did; from heaven to earth. (John 3:19)
It all begins with the realization that we have free access. The moment Jesus died on the cross, the
veil in the temple was torn apart. This veil was a symbol of the separation of God’s world and ours.
Because of Jesus’ death, we now have free access to God’s world.
The big question that remains is how our eyes can be opened to this reality. How will our heart
perceive what is happening behind the veil of this physical reality? How can we perceive the things
that our eyes can’t see?

Spirit, soul and body
We human beings are made up out of a spirit, as soul and a body. Our spirit and our soul are
invisible, but through our body they have access to the visible. Without the body, the spirit and soul
would still exist, but they wouldn’t be able to express themselves within our earthly reality.
When you understand that your spirit and soul are not operating within the visible reality but
instead operate behind the veil of this world, then it’s easier for you to understand that our being is
therefore also able to connect to God, who is invisible.
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God is behind the curtain of this world, so to speak. God is there, he is often times right in front of
us, he embraces us and talks to us, but we often fail to notice it. That is why Jesus says, ‘Very truly I
tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God unless they are born again.’ (John 3:3)
In other words, as soon as you are born again you will be able to see with new eyes.
When babies are born, they can’t see perfect right away. Their sight is developing the more they
start using it. If babies have a lack of visual stimulation, their eyesight might worsen and eventually
even blindness may occur. The same goes for our spiritual eyes. The moment we are born again our
eyesight might be limited, but when we stimulate our spiritual eyes enough they will develop and
eventually will give us clear vision.
Therefore Paul says in 1 Cor. 14:1, ‘(…) eagerly desire gifts of the Spirit, especially prophecy.’
In other words, make every effort to develop the gift of prophecy. Prophecy entails the ability to
perceive God and his words, just like the prophets in the Old Testament. With your invisible being
you are already moving within the invisible reality with angels all around you, God’s Spirit with you
and even in the throne room with God (Eph. 2:6) The only thing still needed to really partake in this
is the gift of the prophets, or prophecy.
Elisha prayed for his servant that God would open his eyes and immediately he could perceive the
invisible world (2 Kings 6:17). It is the same for us. There are all sorts of things happening all around
us and God wants us to partake in it. (Col. 3:2)
Obviously, prayer is more than just talking to God. It is to partake in the reality behind the curtain of
this visible world. Prayer is moving in the things unseen. Unfortunately, we as adults have been
raised too much with the idea that the things unseen are also not tangible.
Paul cheered the church on to be actively pursuing the things unseen. He said, ‘(…) keep seeking the
things that are above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God.’ Set your mind and keep
focused habitually on the things above, not on the things that are on the earth (Col. 3:1-2 AMP).
The New Living Translation says, ‘Set your sight on the realities of heaven’, or, fix your eyes on the
reality of heaven. Right in this moment we are already seated with Christ in heaven (Col. 2:6) and
Paul says that we therefore also have focus on that place (Col. 3:1-2). When you pray, whether you
notice it or not, your being approached God’s throne of grace (Heb. 4:16).
So you are already moving in the invisible when you pray but maybe you just haven’t developed your
senses enough to perceive this reality.
By inviting God to make us more sensitive to the unseen, our relationship with God may grow and
come to a place where it is just as real as the relationships we have on this earth. Seeing, hearing
and experiencing him could be normal for us as believers when we follow the example of Jesus.
And it will be, as soon as we start growing in prophecy. Then, slowly but surely, the eyes of our heart
will open up so that we will no longer be limited to the reality of earth, but will also be introduced to
a whole new world.

The eyes of our heart
Our heart is an instrument with which we can perceive things (Eph. 1:18). During his time of
ministry, Jesus often spoke about hardened hearts that were unable to see or hear (Matt. 13:15).
Your heart has eyes that can be opened or closed, depending on the level of softness or hardness of
your heart. If you are receptive of divine wisdom and insight and you can easily experience God, you
have a soft heart. If it is hard for you to connect with God and to comprehend his ways, your heart is
probably hardened.
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You can compare with our hearing. We are able to hear to the extent that our eardrums are able to
vibrate along with the sound that is there. If the vibrations of sounds are faster or slower than our
eardrums can vibrate, we will simply not hear these sounds. If your eardrums are stiff and
motionless, they cannot perceive sound.
Our heart must be soft in order to move along with heaven’s vibration and so to perceive what is
happening there. That is why Jesus says, ‘Blessed are the pure in heart (or the soft-hearted) , for
they will see God.’ (Matt. 5:8) When you have a pure heart, your heart will be soft enough to move
along with the vibrations of heaven, giving it the ability to perceive heaven.
If then the measure in which we are able to see is limited to the softness of our heart, it is important
to know what can make our heart soft. What makes us capable of perceiving God?
David showed us how this works. He used his vulnerability to tear down the walls of his heart before
God. He chose relationship instead of religion. Just like Jesus, he chose conversation instead of blind
obedience. He chose to let his heart speak instead of ignoring it. Our heart is hardened when it is
ignored and when it isn’t given a voice to speak. It becomes hard when bury our love under anger
and revenge. It becomes hard as soon as we build walls around it out of fear. As soon as we let our
walls come down before God and receive his love, our heart will become soft again and receptive.
The Bible says that God is light and love. Light can only come in places where there are no walls.
And love can only enter in when the door is open. So as soon as we are vulnerable and open the
door to love, we will be able to perceive God because his light and love makes our heart pure, or
soft.
This process will take place the minute we enter his rest and remain in it. That is the place in which
our spiritual eyes will be opened to perceive. The measure in which you will be able to perceive (in
truth) is connected to the level in which you are connected to his love. The minute judgement,
punishment and fear touch our heart, the quality of our sight is affected. (2 Cor. 3:14)
That is why Paul says that when we prophesy, it is as if we are looking into a dull mirror
(1 Cor. 13:12). The measure in which our heart becomes free of its hardened parts is the measure in
which the mirror will become clearer. The heart will be more able to move along with the frequency
of heaven, making it easier to perceive it.
So as soon as we have a soft heart and have entered his rest, we can start practicing to perceive the
things of God. Then we can actually see the throne of grace that we come to when we pray for
mercy (Heb. 4:16). Then we can all of a sudden meet angels like Ezekiel, John and Daniel did. Then
we can hear God’s voice and see him.
This can help us in all kinds of ways. For example, it will become easier to hear God’s warning when
we are in danger. It will become easier to pray for healing, because we can see how God is touching
the person we’re praying for. It will become easier to let go, because we can see what God is doing.
We will be able to grow faster, because we are being taught on a deep level by God’s Spirit. We will
be able to identify the enemy in spiritual battle. We will become better at receiving God’s love,
because we see the expression on his face and the way he interacts with us.
Spiritual insight is just as useful as your natural eyesight. You can do without both, but you’ll miss a
whole lot. We are citizens of heaven, according to Philippians 3:20. The only thing we need to do is
open our eyes to this reality.
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Use your sensor and image
When we have a soft heart and we invite
the Holy Spirit and ask him what he wants
to show us, we can start perceiving God’s
kingdom. Our imagination is the means by
which we can see what the eyes of our
heart perceive. Our heart is like the
sensor of a camera and our imagination
reflects the image the sensor sends it. The
sensor, as well as the display, have to be
of good quality in order to form a clear
picture of that which is perceived.
Some people have trained their hearts to perceive God’s presence. They have learned to adjust their
sensor to God. It is easy for them to experience God and to hear his voice and they are receptive to
revelation. But unfortunately, they have never used their imagination to form a picture of what their
heart perceives. That is why they have never ‘seen’ what they have experienced.
Others may have trained their imagination well and they can easily form a picture of what their
heart is seeing. However, they might sometimes see (negative) spiritual things apart from God,
because they haven’t learned to set their heart (sensor) on (the things of) God.
As soon as we develop both our sensor and our imagination, we will start to see clearly just like Jesus
did. Then we’ll start to walk in prophecy like Jesus and Paul. (John 1:47; Col. 2:5)
Paul tell us to pursue the gift of prophecy (1 Cor. 14:1). The definition of pursuing is to go after
something, to try something with effort. So we must use all of our efforts to try and open our
spiritual senses to God! This means that we must grow in the gifts by trial and error, just like
Timothy was growing in his gift by practicing. (1 Tim. 4:14-16)
It will probably take some time before you know how to adjust your heart (sensor) to God and know
how to use your imagination to form a picture. Maybe it will all be vague and unclear in the
beginning, but the more you focus on God’s loving presence, the more you’ll be open to receive
what he wants to show you.

The language God speaks
When the Holy Spirit is asking you to open your eyes, view your imagination as the display on which
God’s Spirit wants to show you things.
It can be that you find yourself in the throne room of God, but you might also be present in his heart
or in your own. It can be that you are taken to a certain place on the earth, just like Ezekiel was taken
to Jerusalem. With that, it is not about details but about the fact that God can use it to speak to you.
So when God shows you how you are sitting in a living room with a fireplace or in a dark valley with a
table full of food, this can all be true. It can be a reflection of the condition of your heart. So when
start eating with God in that place, you are together with God in your heart and spending time with
him. (Rev. 3:20)
The Holy Spirit can also show you your heart in the shape of a garden. Maybe there are things that are
broken in this garden. Maybe there are beautiful flowers. Maybe there are weeds. All of these things
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symbolize something of what is in your heart. Does your heart literally look like this? It is a reflection
of it, but that doesn’t make it less real. It is like someone trying to communicate ‘joy’.
This person can do this by making music, drawing, singing, you name it. Whatever form is chosen, the
same ‘joy’ is communicated. It is the same with our heart. Whether you see your heart in the shape
of a garden, a house, a castle, an apartment, a temple or an amusement park, it doesn’t matter. These
things are merely ways to sketch an underlying reality.
Jesus constantly used earthly things in his parables to communicate the invisible reality of heaven
(John 3:12). He sometimes even used three different parables in communicating with us to make the
same thing clear. We see this for example in Luke 3. In this passage he describes himself as a woman,
a father and a shepherd in three different stories in order to make it relatable and easy to understand
in compliance with the language someone is speaking.
Maybe the story of the lost coin doesn’t speak to you at all, but the story of the lost sheep might.
Thankfully, God was gracious enough to provide us with different stories, so that he could also
communicate his goodness in your language.
The reason that one story speaks more to
you than the other, is that we all speak a
different language. That is why we need
the Holy Spirit, who translates what God
is saying to a language that we can
understand. When God says, ‘I am your
tower,’ then it might not speak to your
heart at all, because a tower doesn’t
have the same value for you as it had for
David. So, in order to clearly
communicate his protection to you, he
will use a picture that is more relatable
and meaningful to you.
Therefore, when it comes to encountering God within his heart and ours, it will look often look very
different for everyone personally. Since we don’t all have the same experiences, different forms of
communication are needed to make the same thing clear. So if you would start practicing and seeing
things in your heart, most things will be easy to understand by asking yourself the question, ‘If God
speaks my language, what does this symbol mean to me personally?’ When you really don’t
understand what you are receiving, ask God to explain it to you. It will always be a matter of
relationship between you and him and the more you’ll discover the personal form of communication
between you and him, the easier it will become to understand what he is speaking.

All your spiritual senses
Imagine yourself standing on deck of a cruise ship. De evening sun is just lovely. It is nice and warm
and at the same it starts to rain softly. In the midst of the soft rain you can feel a warm breeze against
your skin. You stick out your tongue and notice how the drops of rain taste fresh in your mouth. Je
hear seagulls, the wind and you enjoy the beautiful, golden sunset. You sit down on a chair,
underneath some sort of roof, and enjoy a glass of freshly pressed orange juice. While you are drinking,
you can smell freshly-baked salmon that is on a plate next to you. Of course, you cannot let it sit there,
so you start enjoying it.
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Have you enjoyed the sunset? Could you hear the seagulls? Could you smell the freshly-baked salmon
already and did you feel the pleasant feeling of relaxation? All of this happened while none of your
natural senses played a role in it. Apparently, you can hear, smell, taste and see all sorts of things
outside of your earthly senses.
This is your ability to imagine yourself in a different world, a wonderful ability that children use much
more often than we do. Therefore, Jesus says that we have to become like children to enter his
kingdom. What he means to say is that we must learn to use this ability, just like children do to enter
into a different world, to step into his world.
Some say that believing in God is like believing in Santa Claus. They think we’re naïve because we
believe in something we cannot see. But Jesus not only asks us to believe in a God we can’t see, but
in an entire kingdom! A kingdom which we can see and can enter, according to him. A kingdom of
which Paul said that you are present there right now, in Christ, in the heavenly realms (Eph. 2:6, 19),
a kingdom Paul encourages us to perceive and experience. (Col. 3:2)
You have already experienced how reading this story can make you taste, feel and hear things apart
from your five senses. But God’s Spirit can do this too! So when you move in God’s kingdom, try to
not only see, but also try to hear, taste and experience that which is there.
When you are with Jesus in your thoughts, try to feel his hand. Try to imagine how his hand feels in
yours. Try to smell what he smells like. Try to hear the depth of his voice. This is pursuing the prophetic
gift, because these gifts aren’t floating around somewhere but are in you and these senses are
awakened by opening up to receive. The more you practice, the more accurate they become.

Testing what you receive
When you start by looking for the connection with God and with enjoying his presence and love,
learning to see what is unseen will never become a routine.
One of the most important things in prayer is to stay close to yourself and to not force yourself beyond
the place you’re at. Otherwise, after a while your heart will protest and it will become impossible to
pray. Try to be kind and loving towards yourself while doing this and don’t ask more of yourself than
what you can handle in the moment. Everything grows in its time. It is important to first learn to get
into a connection with God and to rest in his love. Out of this safe place further growth is possible.
Remember this as the basis, because the rest is in comparison just a side issue.
Learning to stay connected with God and to keep receiving his love is much more important than
perceiving all kinds of spiritual things. When you make this your starting point from which you carefully
start trying to see and hear things of God, and you actually start perceiving things, it will be a wonderful
expansion of the basis. So don’t try to jump ahead but be faithful in keeping up with the steps your
heart is actually able to take in the moment.
Maybe you will also see and receive things that are new to you. As long as that which you are receiving
is producing the fruits of the Spirit in you and it is not contrary to what the Bible teaches, at least what
you what you have received is innocent and at most it will be one hundred per cent from God. Paul
said that prophecy is like looking into a blurry mirror, so even he admitted that his spiritual perception
was incomplete and imperfect. So we will sometimes misunderstand, but that doesn’t matter! It is all
part of learning to see him and hear from him. That is why learning to prophesy is a real exercise,
according to 1 Cor. 14:1.
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If you were to regularly open up your spiritual senses to the Holy Spirit, you would grow into a place
where God’s kingdom and heaven becomes your home. A kingdom is a realm over which a king is
ruling. Do you want to see the country Jesus rules over? Start opening your spiritual eyes after having
entered his rest. See what God’s Spirit is showing you. In the end, the fruit of this is that you will
become more like him. (1 John 3:2)

Exercises: Move in his kingdom
Exercise 1: Jesus knocks at the door of your heart
‘Here I am! I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in
and eat with that person, and they with me.’(Rev. 3:20)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pause and reflect on God’s love for you.
Ask the Holy Spirit to show you your heart in the shape of a room.
Invite Jesus into this room.
Take time to have a meal there together with Jesus and talk with him.
Exercise 2: From your heart to his kingdom

1. Ask Jesus to show you a part of his kingdom.
2. Open your eyes for a second and close them again and look at what pictures God is giving to
your heart.
3. Let it all sink in.
4. Ask the Holy Spirit if you can hear something of this place and try to intuitively perceive
what you are hearing.
5. Ask the Holy Spirit if you can touch something and try to intuitively sense what it feels like.
6. Ask the Holy Spirit if you can smell something and try to intuitively pick up the scent.
7. Ask the Holy Spirit if you can taste something and try to intuitively pick up the taste of that
which he is giving you.
Exercise 3: Take a Bible verse that reflects a part of God’s kingdom like Revelation 4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Read through the chosen Bible verse.
Open yourself up to God’s love for you.
Ask the Holy Spirit if he wants to take you to this place.
Be open to pictures.
Ask the Holy Spirit if you can hear something from this place and try to sense with your heart
what you are hearing.
6. Ask the Holy Spirit if you can touch something and use your heart to sense what it feels like.
7. Ask the Holy Spirit if you can smell something and try to intuitively feel what you smell.
8. Ask the Holy Spirit if you can taste something and try to sense what you taste.
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Want your heart to become truly sensitive to God?
THEN DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS 7 DAY WORKSHOP

LEARN TO DEAL WITH WHATEVER HEARTBLOCKS ARE IN THE WAY OF BEING SENSITIVE TO GOD

Become part of our tribe!
GET ACCESS TO CONTENT AND EVENTS THAT WILL HELP YOU LIVE IN YOUR DESTINY!
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